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Q1. Circle the letter of your answer. 

1. The distance traveled in an amount of time is called__________ 

A. Motion 

B. Speed 

C. Gravity 

D. Force 

2. If the drag forces are increased, then objects will fall______     

A. More slowly 

B. Faster 

C. Roughly at the same speed 

D. Rapidly and then slow down 

3. _________________ pulls the apple to the ground. 

   

A. Motion 

B. Speed 

C. Acceleration 

D. Gravity 

 

4.  How can you determine the speed of a moving train? 

 

A. Divide the distance traveled by the time spent moving. 

B. Divide the time spent moving by the direction traveled. 

C. Multiply the distance traveled by the time spent moving. 

D. Multiply the kinetic energy by the distance traveled.  
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5. Team A and team B played tug-of-war. Which most likely happened if 

team A won? 

A. Team B used more force.  

B. Both teams used the same amount of force. 

C. Team A used more force. 

D. Team A used less force. 

6. If two equal and opposite forces are applied to an object, _____. 

A. the object moves faster 

B.  the object's motion does not change 

C. the object slows down 

D. the object changes direction 

7. A change in position over time is called _____. 

A. Motion 

B. Reference 

C. Orientation 

D. Shift 

 

8. An airplane in flight has_________. 

A. Stored energy because it is above ground  

B. Energy of motion because it is moving 

C. Both stored energy and energy of motion 

D. None of the above 

9. Which best describes the type of energy that a bike has when sitting 

at the top of a hill? 

A. Potential energy 

B. Kinetic energy 

C. Chemical energy 

D. Sound energy 
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10. Suppose you are riding a bike. As you increase speed, your_______  

 

A. energy of motion increases 

B. energy of motion decreases 

C. stored energy increases 

D. energy is used up        

11. Which has the most kinetic energy? 

A. a wagon moving at 2 meters/second 

B. a wagon moving at 4 meters/second 

C. a wagon moving at 6 meters/second 

D. a wagon moving at 8 meters/second  

12. Another name for stored energy is _________ 

A. Kinetic energy 

B. Potential energy 

C. Sound energy 

D. Light energy 

13. Which is not an example of a collision causing energy transfer and 

change in motion? 

A. a bat strikes a baseball 

B. a catcher catches a baseball 

C. a baseball hits the ground 

D. a baseball flies through the air 

 

14. Which describes a change that will likely occur in the collision below? 

 

A. Kinetic energy will be transferred from the hammer to 

the nail, causing the hammer to move. 

B. Potential energy will be transferred from the nail to 

the hammer, causing no change in motion. 

C. All of the kinetic energy will transform into light 

energy and no change in motion will occur. 

D. No change will occur. 
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15. Which is kinetic energy? 

A. energy that is increasing 

B. energy that is decreasing 

C. the energy of a moving object 

D. energy that is stored in the position, or structure, of an object 

16. The law of conservation of energy states that energy cannot be __or____ 

A. gained; released 

B. used; wasted 

C. created; destroyed 

D. heated; frozen 

17. Mason built a ramp. He put car A at the bottom of the ramp and released 

car B from the top of the ramp, as shown. This meaning that ____ happened. 

 

A. Friction 

B. Gravity 

C. Collision 

D. Acceleration  

18. Which one is example of stored energy? 

A. Sound energy 

B. Light energy 

C. Chemical energy 

D. Thermal energy 

19. Which one is example of energy of motion? 

A. Nuclear energy 

B. Chemical energy 

C. Gravitational energy 

D. Electrical energy 
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20. ____________ is stored energy in food we eat. 

A. Sound energy 

B. Light energy 

C. Nuclear energy 

D. Chemical energy 

 

21. The type of energy here is __________ 

 

 

 

 

A. Light energy 

B. Sound energy 

C. Electrical energy 

D. Thermal energy 

22. Nuclear reactions in the Sun releases_______ 

A. Chemical energy 

B. Sound energy  

C. Nuclear energy 

D. Light energy 

 

23. the energy transformation in battery powered flashlight is ______ 

A. chemical to electrical 

B. light to thermal 

C. motion to sound 

D. chemical to nuclear 

 

24. Sound and Light energy are types of ______________ 

A. Stored energy 

B. Infrared energy 

C. Energy of motion 

D. None of the above 
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25. How does sound energy travel? 

A. In pulses 

B. In beams 

C. In strings 

D. In waves 

26. When a student plays a guitar, how does the sound travel to reach your 

ears? 

 

A. using echoes 

B. through potential energy 

C. through thermal energy 

D. through sound waves 

27. To stop a drum from producing sound, you would _____. 

A. hit it harder 

B. hit it softer 

C. stop it from vibrating 

D. place it in water 

 

28. A student made the circuit in the drawing below. 

 

 

 

Which does the student need to add to the circuit to make it work? 

A. another bulb 

B. another battery 

C. a switch 

D. another wire 
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29. The path along which electrical current flows is called a(n)_______ 

A. Circuit 

B. Wires 

C. Conductor 

D. Insulator 

30. A (n) ________ is a material that slows or stops the flow of energy. 

A. Conductor 

B. Insulator 

C. Battery 

D. Flashlight 

 

Q2: Match each vocabulary with its meaning 

A ANS B 

1.  collision  A.  The ability to do work. 

2. vibration  B.  When two objects hit each other 

with a force like car crash. 

3. Solar cells  C.  A change of an object position. 

4. Energy  D.  The back and force motion which 

come from sound. 

5. Motion  E.  Devices that use light energy from 

sun to produce electricity. 

6. conductor  F. Energy cannot be created or 

destroyed. 

7. Electrical energy  G.  Is a material through which 

electricity flows easily like iron and 

gold.  

8. Conservation of energy  H.  Is a form of kinetic energy and 

sent through wires to home. 
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Q3: Write T in the blank provided if the statement is true and F if the 

statement is false:   

We get our energy from food.  

Newton’s cradle and billiards ball are examples of inelastic collision  

There is no gravity on earth  

Potential energy is energy of motion  

Stopping at the top of a hill is example of kinetic energy                                            

Sound can travel through outer space   

When a drummer beats a drum created sound energy  

in a lamp, energy transformed from electrical to light to heat  

Burning wood is example of chemical energy  

Light can travel through empty space  

Insulator is a material that stop the flow of electricity   

When the switch is closed, the circuit is open and bulb turn on  

Car crash is example of elastic collision  

Speed is how fast an objects position changes over time  

Gravity is any push or pull  

Elastic collision, there is no damage   

  

Q4: choose the correct answer: 

 

 

 

1. __________ is stored energy that is a source of power. It also known as atomic 

energy. 

2. __________ pulls all objects toward each other like apple. 

3. Sound wave is made of series of __________ and ___________. 

4. ____________ is substance through which waves travel and can be solid, liquid, 

and gases. 

Compression Nuclear energy Electric current rarefaction 

Thermal energy Light energy gravity Medium 
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5. ____________ is internal energy of an object due to the kinetic energy of its 

particles. 

6. Solar cells produce electricity using ________ from the sun. 

7. _____________ is the flow of electricity through a conductor. 

 

Q5: Match the column 

 

Examples  ANS Types of energy 

1. Water falling over the 

fall 

 A.  Potential energy 

2. Riding a bike  B.  Kinetic energy 

3.Stopping at the top of a 

hill                                              

 C.  Potential energy 

4.A stone sitting on the 

cliff  

 D.  Kinetic energy 

5.Chemical energy  E.  Potential energy 

6.Nuclear energy  F. Kinetic energy 

7.Sound and light energy  G.  Potential energy  

8.Thermal energy  H.  Kinetic energy 

 

 Q6: comparison between sound and light energy 

 Sound Light 

Both  
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Q7: 

 

In circuit A, switch is opened                                 In circuit B, switch is closed 

So the bulb turn____ (On/ off)                             So the bulb turn______ (On/Off) 


